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The Open Group IT4IT Reference Architecture, Version 2.0,
an Open Group Standard, provides a vendor-neutral,
technology-agnostic, and industry-agnostic reference
architecture for managing the business of IT.The Open Group
IT4IT Reference Architecture standard comprises a reference
architecture and a value chain-based operating model.The IT
Value Chain has four value streams supported by a reference
architecture to drive efficiency and agility. The four value
streams are: Strategy to Portfolio Request to Fulfill
Requirement to Deploy Detect to CorrectEach IT Value
Stream is centered on a key aspect of the service model, the
essential data objects (information model), and functional
components (functional model) that support it. Together, the
four value streams play a vital role in helping IT control the
service model as it advances through its lifecycle. The IT4IT
Reference Architecture: Provides prescriptive guidance on
the specification of and interaction with a consistent service
model backbone (common data model/context) Supports realworld use-cases driven by the Digital Economy (e.g., Cloudsourcing, Agile, DevOps, and service brokering) Embraces
and complements existing process frameworks and
methodologies (e.g., ITIL®, CoBIT®, SAFe, and TOGAF®) by
taking a data-focused implementation model perspective,
essentially specifying an information model across the entire
value chainThe audience for this standard is: IT Professionals
who are responsible for delivering services in a way that
isflexible, traceable, and cost-effective IT Professionals /
Practitioners who are focused on instrumenting the
ITmanagement landscape IT Leaders who are concerned
about their operating model Enterprise Architects who are
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responsible for IT business transformationTopics covered
include: An introduction to the standard and the purpose of
the IT4IT work Key terminology of the standard An
introduction for executives and others introducing the IT
Value Chain and IT4IT Reference Architecture concepts IT4IT
Core, which defines the structure of the IT4IT standard as
well as the process and document structure used by the IT4IT
standard The Strategy to Portfolio (S2P) Value Stream The
Requirement to Deploy (R2D) Value Stream The Request to
Fulfill (R2F) Value Stream The Detect to Correct (D2C) Value
Stream Background information on the standard.
Information Technology for Management, 12 Edition provides
students with a comprehensive understanding of the latest
technological developments in IT and the critical drivers of
business performance, growth, and sustainability. Integrating
feedback from IT managers and practitioners from top-level
organizations worldwide, the newest edition of this wellregarded textbook features thoroughly revised content
throughout to present students with a realistic, up-to-date
view of IT management in the current business environment.
The text offers a flexible, student-friendly presentation of the
material through a pedagogy that is designed to help students
with different learning styles easily comprehend and retain
information. This blended learning approach combines visual,
textual, and interactive content—featuring numerous real-world
case studies of how businesses use IT to increase efficiency
and productivity, strengthen collaboration and
communication, and maximize their competitive advantage.
Students learn how IT is leveraged to reshape enterprises,
engage and retain customers, optimize systems and
processes, manage business relationships and projects, and
more.
This official introduction is a gateway to ITIL. It explains the
basic concept of IT Service Management (ITSM) and the
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place of ITIL, introducing the new lifecycle model, which puts
into context all the familiar ITIL processes from the earlier
books. It also serves to illuminate the background of thr new
ITIL structure.This title introduces ITSM and ITIL, explains
why the service lifecycle approach is best practice in today's
ITSM, and makes a persuasive case for change.After
showing high level process models, it takes the reader
through the main principles that govern the new version:
lifecycle stages, governance and decision making, then the
principles behind design and deployment, and operation and
optimisation.
In the past few years, the majority of IT managers followed a
strategy to introduce an IT change and release management
application in order to ensure the quality of the IT
environment for the future. The present book investigates if
the implementations of the given success factors are leading
to a successful implementation of a workflow-based IT
change, and release management application. Moreover,
further success factors will be introduced and discussed.
First, the author discusses the HR change management in
relation with the eight step model of Kotter, and the outcome
of its critical success factors in business. Secondly, the
effectiveness of the ITIL® reference model is explored in a
research study. The ITIL® reference model defines critical
success factors for a successful IT change and release
management implementation. The book uses for its purpose
the ITIL® reference model, the process issues publications of
the official ITIL® source and the literature of Laudon &
Laudon. In addition, other important researchers are taken
into account. The findings are integrated into the
questionnaire and the interviews, and further, they are used
for an initial assessment.
This book “Implementing Metrics for IT Service
Management” provides a measurement framework which is
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based on a continuous improvement lifecycle. The
measurement framework is aligned with the IT Infrastructure
Library (ITIL®) set of best practices. The framework is
compatible with the Control Objectives for IT (CobiT®)
framework and supports ISO/IEC 20000 standards for IT
Service Management. This book also provides the basic
concepts around measurements for business/IT alignment,
achieving compliance and driving operation excellence.
Where possible, examples, case studies and check lists have
been included along with a scorecard accelerator software
tool to further improve the learning experience and accelerate
the adoption of measurements. The goal of this book is to
provide the reader with a measurement framework to align IT
with the business objectives to create value through
continuous improvements. This book is complimentary to the
book “Metrics for IT Service Management” also published by
Van Haren Publishing.
Everything you need to prepare for the ITIL exam The ITIL
(Information Technology Infrastructure Library) exam is the
ultimate certification for IT service management. This
essential resource is a complete guide to preparing for the
ITIL Foundation exam and includes everything you need for
success.
ITIL® Intermediate Release, Control and Validation – 4 days
The four courses in Service Capability is aimed at students
who need deep knowledge of the processes and the roles of
ITIL. Service Lifecycle covered in the course but the primary
focus is on processes, functions, roles and activities of its
application and use by lifecycle. The courses within the
Service Capability is role-based modules, each with a
separate certification. Each course includes a grouping of
processes and roles within ITIL is intended to give
participants a specific knowledge of the practice and
application related to the daily work. You’ll learn You get a
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deeper understanding of the part of the ITIL framework which
deals with testing, validation and deployment of services. The
course is aimed primarily at people working actively to plan
and execute changes in IT services. You get a deeper
understanding of the interaction between the requirements
definition, testing and deployment as well as the importance
of having a well functioning configuration management.
Target group The target group of the ITIL Expert
Qualification: Release, Control and Validation is: • Individuals
who have attained the ITIL Foundation certificate in Service
Management and who wish to advance to higher level ITIL
certifications. • Individuals who require a deep understanding
of ITIL Certificate in Release, Control and Validation
processes and how it may be used to enhance the quality of
IT service support within an organization. • IT professionals
that are working within an organization that has adopted and
adapted ITIL who need to be informed about and thereafter
contribute to an ongoing service improvement programme •
Operational staff involved in Change Management, Release
and Deployment Management, Service Validation and
Testing, Service Asset and Configuration Management,
Request Fulfilment, Service Evaluation and Knowledge
Management, who wish to enhance their role-based
capabilities. This may include but is not limited to, IT
professionals, business managers and business process
owners. Exam The examination is closed book and made up
of multiple choice questions based on a scenario. Students
will be allowed 120 minutes to answer the questions. You
need at least 70% (28/40 points) to pass. Prerequisites
Candidates wishing to pass the exam for this qualification
must already hold the ITIL Foundation Certificate.
In all enterprises around the world, the issues, opportunities
and challenges of aligning IT more closely with the
organization and effectively governing an organizations IT
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investments, resources, major initiatives and superior
uninterrupted service is becoming a major concern of the
Board and executive management. An integrated and
comprehensive approach to the alignment, planning,
execution and governance of IT and its resources has
become critical to more effectively align, integrate, invest,
measure, deploy, service and sustain the strategic and
tactical direction and value proposition of IT in support of
organizations. Much has been written and documented about
the individual components of IT Governance such as strategic
planning, demand management, program and project
management, IT service management, strategic sourcing and
outsourcing, performance management, metrics, compliance
and others. Much less has been written about a
comprehensive and integrated approach

ITIL® Version 3 At a Glance takes a graphical approach
to consolidating the information of ITIL® version 3. ITIL®
is an internationally-recognized set of best practices for
providing IT service management. IT organizations
worldwide are implementing ITIL® as a vehicle for
improving IT service quality and improve return on
investment for IT services. The desk reference’s unique
graphical approach takes otherwise complex textual
descriptions and makes the information accessible in a
series of consistent, simple diagrams. ITIL® Version 3 At
a Glance will be of interest to organizations looking to
train their staffs in a consistent and cost-effective way.
Further, this book is ideal for anyone involved in planning
consulting, implementing, or testing an ITIL® Version 3
implementation.
Ho> For CEOs, CIOs, CFOs, and IT leaders: The green
IT business case and best practices for making it happen
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Timely help for companies facing rising energy costs,
new government rules, and growing public concern
Powerful new insights from IBM’s breakthrough $1
billion green computing initiative Chances are your
enterprise IT organization has a significant carbon
footprint. In an era of unpredictable energy costs,
reducing energy usage throughout your data centers and
IT infrastructure represents a powerful cost-cutting
opportunity. Now, a top green IT expert shows business
and IT leaders how to drive powerful business value by
improving IT’s environmental performance. Drawing on
leading-edge experience, John Lamb helps you
realistically assess the business case for green IT, set
priorities, and overcome the internal and external
challenges to making it work. He offers proven solutions
for issues ranging from organizational obstacles to
executive motivation and discusses crucial issues
ranging from utility rate incentives to metrics. Along the
way, you’ll discover energy-saving opportunities–from
virtualization and consolidation to cloud and grid
computing–and solutions that will improve business
flexibility as they reduce environmental impact. Lamb
presents case studies, checklists, and more–all the
practical guidance you need to drive maximum bottomline value from your green IT initiative.
Implementing Itil Change And Release
ManagementPearson Education India
The Open Group IT4ITTM Reference Architecture,
Version 2.1, an Open Group Standard, provides a
vendor-neutral, technology-agnostic, and industryagnostic reference architecture for managing the
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business of IT.The Open Group IT4IT Reference
Architecture standard comprises a reference architecture
and a value chain-based operating model.The IT Value
Chain has four value streams supported by a reference
architecture to drive efficiency and agility. The four value
streams are: • Strategy to Portfolio • Request to Fulfill•
Requirement to Deploy• Detect to CorrectEach IT Value
Stream is centered on a key aspect of the service model,
the essential data objects (information model), and
functional components (functional model) that support it.
Together, the four value streams play a vital role in
helping IT control the service model as it advances
through its lifecycle. The IT4IT Reference Architecture:•
Provides prescriptive guidance on the specification of
and interaction with a consistent service model backbone
(common data model/context)• Supports real-world usecases driven by the Digital Economy (e.g., Cloudsourcing, Agile, DevOps, and service brokering)•
Embraces and complements existing process
frameworks and methodologies (e.g., ITIL®, CoBIT®,
SAFe, and TOGAF®) by taking a data-focused
implementation model perspective, essentially specifying
an information model across the entire value chainThe
audience for this standard is:• IT Professionals who are
responsible for delivering services in a way that
isflexible, traceable, and cost-effective• IT Professionals
/ Practitioners who are focused on instrumenting the
ITmanagement landscape• IT Leaders who are
concerned about their operating model• Enterprise
Architects who are responsible for IT business
transformationTopics covered include:• An introduction
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to the standard and the purpose of the IT4IT work• Key
terminology of the standard• An introduction for
executives and others introducing the IT Value Chain
and IT4IT Reference Architecture concepts• IT4IT Core,
which defines the structure of the IT4IT standard as well
as the process and document structure used by the
IT4IT standard• The Strategy to Portfolio (S2P) Value
Stream• The Requirement to Deploy (R2D) Value
Stream• The Request to Fulfill (R2F) Value Stream• The
Detect to Correct (D2C) Value Stream• Background
information on the standard.
The purpose of this book is to provide practical process
guide for technical support centres. It is based on the
ITAL processes covered in 'Service Support' (ISBN
011330952X) and 'Service Delivery' (ISBN 0113309503)
but also includes additional processes as well as a
Balanced Scorecard Service Model. Processes covered
in the book are: Financial and Operations Management;
Knowledge Management; Configuration Management;
Change Management; Release Management; Incident
Management; Problem Management; Service Level
Management; Capacity and Workforce Management;
Availability Management; IT Service Continuity
Management; and Customer Satisfaction Measurement.
A very practical publication that contains the knowledge
of a large number of experts from all over the world.
Being independent from specific frameworks, and
selected by a large board of experts, the contributions
offer the best practical guidance on the daily issues of
the IT manager.
Essential reading for all decision makers (IT-literate or
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not) who are presented with an ITIL(r) proposal or asked
to oversee or own an ITIL project. It explains, in laymanager's terms, what ITIL is. It reveals what ITIL is
good for, what it is bad at, what to expect. It describes
how to ensure an ITIL project succeeds, what to require
from the project, and how to measure the results. "Score:
10 out of 10... This is a wonderfully irreverent, but totally
authoritative, book... It is a slim manual that seeks to
debunk the language and meaning of ITIL and relate it to
the practical implementation of IT service management...
It's a gem of a book that offers a good perspective on
what the ITIL v3 manuals take 5 volumes to cover."
(British Computer Society)
Annotation An easy-to-understand introduction to using
best practice techniques within IT service management,
'ITIL for Dummies' provides an easy-to-understand
introduction to using best practice guidance within IT
service management.
The failure effectively to sustain IT systems and react to
change - due to the huge investments that organisations
make in these systems - is likely to impact on an
organisation's bottom line. This means that an ad hoc
approach to IT Service management is not an option. It is
vital to focus on business value, good ROI, speed to market,
and delivery of solutions in response to change. Agile
approaches mean an incremental method to change, early
delivery of business value, and collaborative work towards
change. Understanding and employing ITIL, PRINCE2, and
DSDM together can provide the potential for a well run
infrastructure which is responsive to change and will not halt
progress. This publication offers practical guidance on how to
deliver an IT Service by employing ITIL, PRINCE2, and
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DSDM Atern together and provides an overview of all three
approaches, and describes the benefits of each. It also
describes the issues that arise from implementing ITIL, the
structure and content of PRINCE2, the breadth of DSDM and
how they fit together, where the common areas sit, and where
the specialities for each exist.
Financial services institutions like international banks and
insurance companies frequently need to adapt to changes in
their environments, yet manage risk and ensure regulatory
compliance. The author Hans Wegener reveals how
metadata can be used to achieve a successful and
technological evolution. This unique approach is divided into
three parts to: Explain how metadata can be used to increase
an organization's ability to adopt changes Outline the
peculiarities of financial corporations and how they affect
value creation and solution design Present the practical side
of effectively managing metadata and sustaining long term
success Wegener firstly illustrates the peculiarities of both
metadata management and the financial services industry. He
combines both, puts them into context of use, and explains
where and how this makes life difficult, as well as where and
how value is created. This enables the reader to understand
the impact of metadata management on his/her organization,
its typical side effects, necessities, and benefits. The book
then goes onto reveal how different crosscutting concerns
managed in large financial corporations (change, risk, and
compliance management) can revolutionize business by
supporting them with metadata management. This provides a
blueprint to be used in strategic planning. Finally, the
mechanics of three important practical areas are discussed indepth, namely managing evolution, quality, and sustainability.
This provides helpful scripts for practitioners to be used in
real-life.
Combines the areas of computer audit, computer control, and
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computer security in one book.; Offers step-by-step guidance
on auditing, control, and security.; Provides numberous
control objectives.
Discusses the IT management tasks and the objects involved.
This book outlines traditional IT management; deals with
controlling IT; and, tackles the financial, personnel,
purchasing, legal and security aspects in IT. It explains the
effects of striving for 'utility computing' and control of IT by
means of 'IT portfolio management'.
The issues, opportunities and challenges of aligning
information technology more closely with an organization and
effectively governing an organization s Information
Technology (IT) investments, resources, major initiatives and
superior uninterrupted service is becoming a major concern of
the Board and executive management in enterprises on a
global basis. An integrated and comprehensive approach to
the alignment, planning, execution and governance of IT and
its resources has become critical to more effectively align,
integrate, invest, measure, deploy, service and sustain the
strategic and tactical direction and value proposition of IT in
support of organizations.Much has been written and
documented about the individual components of IT
Governance such as strategic planning, demand (portfolio
investment) management, program and project management,
IT service management and delivery, strategic sourcing and
outsourcing, performance management and metrics, like the
balanced scorecard, compliance and others. Much less has
been written about a comprehensive and integrated
IT/Business Alignment, Planning, Execution and Governance
approach. This new title fills that need in the marketplace and
gives readers a structured and practical solutions using the
best of the best principles available today. The book is
divided into nine chapters, which cover the three critical pillars
necessary to develop, execute and sustain a robust and
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effective IT governance environment - leadership and
proactive people and change agents, flexible and scalable
processes and enabling technology. Each of the chapters
also covers one or more of the following action oriented
topics: demand management and alignment (the why and
what of IT strategic planning, portfolio investment
management, decision authority, etc.); execution
management (includes the how - Program/Project
Management, IT Service Management with IT Infrastructure
Library (ITIL) and Strategic Sourcing and outsourcing);
performance, risk and contingency management (e.g.
includes COBIT, the balanced scorecard and other metrics
and controls); and leadership, teams and people skills.
This is the eBook version of the printed book. If the print book
includes a CD-ROM, this content is not included within the
eBook version. The Business-Focused, Best-Practice Guide
to Succeeding with ITIL Change and Rele.
This practical guide is a great solution to address the key
problem how to implement ITIL and ISO 20000 when initial
training has been completed. It supports the basic
approaches to the fundamental processes small to medium
sized companies will find the concise, practical guidance easy
to follow and implement. It avoids the complex, enterprisewide issues which are not required for many organisations.
Each chapter has the following structure:Improvement
activities Process inputs and outputs Related processesTools
and techniques Key Performance Indicators Critical Success
FactorsProcess Improvement roles Benefits of effective
Process Implementation challenges and
considerationsTypical assets and artefacts of an
Improvement program
Sarbanes-Oxley Internal Controls: Effective Auditing with
AS5, CobiT, and ITIL is essential reading for professionals
facing the obstacle of improving internal controls in their
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businesses. This timely resource provides at-your-fingertips
critical compliance and internal audit best practices for
today's world of SOx internal controls. Detailed and practical,
this introductory handbook will help you to revitalize your
business and drive greater performance.

To implement new services in a controlled and costeffective manner IT departments must successfully
implement Release, Control and Validation (RCV)
best practices. This book covers practical guidance
on the design and implementation of integrated endto-end processes based on proven industry best
practice guidelines. It provides in-depth knowledge
of the ITIL RCV areas: Change Management,
Release and Deployment Management, Service
Validation and Testing, Service Asset and
Configuration Management, Request Fulfillment,
Service Evaluation and Knowledge Management.
Release, Control and Validation Best Practices is
designed to complement the certified ITIL V3
Capability Programs for IT Service Management.
This book focuses on describing the industry best
practices for the release, control and validation of
services, including: - Change Management: The
process that realizes successful service transition Release and Deployment Management: The process
that ensures the proper building, testing and
deploying of a release - Service Validation and
Testing: The process that ensures the integrity and
the quality of service transition - Service Evaluation:
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The process that considers whether the performance
and value of a service is acceptable - Request
Fulfillment: The process that ensures the effective
and expedient fulfillment of service requests and
provides a standard for evaluation - Service Asset &
Configuration Management: The process that
monitors the state of service transition - Knowledge
Management: The process that enhances the
ongoing management decision support and service
delivery capability The information provided in this
book is based onversion 3 of the ITIL framework,
predominantly focusing on the volume of Service
Transition. Other guidance provided includes: Suggested templates and criteria for implementing
Release, Control and Validation (RCV) processes. Explanation of the more abstract ITIL concepts to
improve understanding. - Review questions to assist
study for the ITIL Intermediate Capability RCV exam.
This book presents the latest syllabus contnent and
expert examination guidance, making it the definitive
study aid for the IT service management
intermediate examinations. Containing practical
advice for candidates on how to prepare for and
answer examination questions on the service
lifecycle and service capability streams, the book
also covers the syllabus topics which are common
across most of the modules. Chapters are organised
with references to the core publications, and selfassessment questions help students prioritise those
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topics they need to revise. The book contains
sample exam questions, advice on how to dissect
questions and scenarios, and exam answers that are
thoroughly explained to aid the learning process.
ITIL was created by the UK government in the 1980s
as an efficiency-improving initiative. This text gives
an essential guide to the overall structure of ITIL and
an outline of its principles.
This handbook provides advice and guidance to
organisations considering implementing service
management. It features a six-step process to
planning service management implementation;
relationships, roles, organisation & structure and
enablers and blockers to successful service
management.
Who Knew ITIL Certification E-Learning This Quick
and Easy Could Make You Look This Good. 'The Art
of Service has dramatically changed the way we
deliver employee training. We can now deliver more
training at less cost to a wider audience in a shorter
period of time.' On-demand eLearning: Don't pay
over $ 3,000.00 for a 5 day class room based course
- you're out of touch with your work for 5 days and
including the course fee: the costs are
insurmountable - take the online learning option
instead and study at your own pace. Trainer
Facilitated - on average 5 hours per course and One
on One Support - you don't get that in class! Course
Description: This course uses an engaging,
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interactive and flexible online approach to learning
the core disciplines of the ITIL best practice and
positions the student to successfully complete the
associated exam: the APMG/EXIN Practitioner Level
Certificate Release and Control (IPRe. To ensure
quality and consistency of the services provided to
its customers, IT departments must control what is in
the infrastructure and manage how and when
changes are made. By effectively implementing the
Release and Control processes within an IT
infrastructure, this goal can be achieved. Learn
Practical techniques in implementing the ITIL
disciplines to support the Release and Control phase
of the IT service lifecycle, enabling you to develop,
implement and manage IPRC processes in your own
organization. Learn how to plan, implement and
optimize the Change Management, Release
Management and Configuration Management
processes. Through interactive workshops, with
certified trainers you gain the skills necessary to
successfully take the ITILPractitioner Release and
Control Certification Exam. You'll learn how to: *
Prepare for and take the ITIL Practitioner Release
and Control (IPRe Certification Exam * Plan key
activities for Change Management, Release
Management and Configuration Management *
Define the monitoring and reporting of key
performance indicators and achievements * Propose
continuous improvements for the Release and
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Control processes * Organize the relationships
between the Release and Control processes *
Monitor and optimize the Release and Control
processes Delivery: The program combines short
presentations supported by accredited trainer audio.
There are also quizzes and exercises (marking
scheme provided) to ensure learners are testing their
knowledge and competency to enhance
understanding of key concepts. Revision questions
and a mock examination help to prepare for the
multiple-choice APMG/EXIN examination. This
program is an eLearning Program, your access
details to the elearning course are in the book.
Program Materials: * Access to presentation with
trainer audio * The Art of Service Release and
Control Book * Exercises + Answers * Mock Exam
questions The Foundation Certificate in IT Service
Management is required to take the IPRC
Certification Exam at the end of this course.
Intelligent Decision-Making Support Systems (iDMSS) are specialized IT-based systems that
support some or several phases of the individual,
team, organizational or inter-organizational decision
making process by deploying some or several
intelligent mechanisms. This book pursues the
following academic aims: (i) generate a compendium
of quality theoretical and applied contributions in
Intelligent Decision-Making Support Systems (iDMSS) for engineering and management IT-based
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service systems (ITSS); (ii) diffuse scarce knowledge
about foundations, architectures and effective and
efficient methods and strategies for successfully
planning, designing, building, operating, and
evaluating i-DMSS for ITSS, and (iii) create an
awareness of, and a bridge between ITSS and iDMSS academicians and practitioners in the current
complex and dynamic engineering and management
ITSS organizational. The book presents a collection
of 11 chapters referring to relevant topics for both IT
service systems and i-DMSS including: problems of
selection of IT service providers, optimization of
supply chain systems, IT governance decisions,
clinical decision support, dynamic user-interface
adaptation, re-engineering of processes, and generic
decision problems. Advanced IT technologies used
in some chapters are: fuzzy multi-criteria
mechanisms, semantic processing, data mining
processing, and rough sets. Other chapters report
traditional DSS mechanisms but used or suggested
to be used in innovative mode for IT service
engineering and management tasks.
SmartCloud Control Desk is a comprehensive IT
Asset and Service Management solution that helps
reduce cost and minimize service disruptions. It does
so through automated service request handling,
efficient change management, and optimized asset
lifecycle management across IT and enterprise
domains. SmartCloud Control Desk helps to reduce
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total cost of ownership by using one unified solution
to license, install, and manage multiple ITIL
processes under one price point. It can also help
reduce business risk by using advanced impact
analysis and defining automated change procedures
that ensure integrity of existing infrastructure while
supporting business agility. SmartCloud Control
Desk improves efficiency and quality of service by
unifying asset, change, and problem management. It
lowers cost and mitigates license compliance risk by
performing end to end software asset management.
It also delivers an adaptive, role-based simplified UI
that can be more intuitive for novice users, which
reduces training costs, while allowing access from
anywhere at anytime through mobile device support
that includes BlackBerry, iOS, and Android. In
addition, SmartCloud Control Desk supports both a
profit center business model for internal IT
organizations, and an external Service Provider
model. It allows organizations to manage customers
and customer agreements and bills for managed
assets, usage, and work activities while improving
utilization rates and reducing unnecessary
purchases by managing the IT asset lifecycle. You
can deploy SmartCloud Control Desk in a variety of
ways; traditional on-premise, SaaS, VM image. This
approach can make it more affordable to meet your
current business needs, and seamlessly move
between delivery models while keeping the same
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functionality. This IBM® Redbooks® publication
covers IBM SmartCloud® Control Desk product
configuration, customization, and implementation
best practices.
ITL Lite is aimed at encouraging organizations to
adopt ITIL V3 by selecting and implementing key
ITIL V3 components. For many reasons not every
organization can adopt the whole of ITIL V3.
Therefore, the publication explains which
components are essential and explains how to select
the appropriate components for implementation. The
title is based around a project template to help
readers prepare their own project. Ideal for those
departments whose budgets have been reduced but
who still want to improve key processes and
functions.
The first edition of this book is regarded as a classic
in its field. Now, in an expanded and updated version
of The Art of Service's book, the authors once again
present a step-by-step guide to getting into ITIL v3
RCV. To implement new services in a controlled and
cost-effective manner IT departments must
successfully implement Release, Control and
Validation (RCV) best practices. This book covers
practical guidance on the design and implementation
of integrated end-to-end processes based on proven
industry best practice guidelines. It provides in-depth
knowledge of the ITIL RCV areas: Change
Management, Release and Deployment
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Management, Service Validation and Testing,
Service Asset and Configuration Management,
Request Fulfillment, Service Evaluation and
Knowledge Management. Release, Control and
Validation Best Practices is designed to complement
the certified ITIL V3 Capability Programs for IT
Service Management. This book focuses on
describing the industry best practices for the release,
control and validation of services, including: Change Management: The process that realizes
successful service transition - Release and
Deployment Management: The process that ensures
the proper building, testing and deploying of a
release - Service Validation and Testing: The
process that ensures the integrity and the quality of
service transition - Service Evaluation: The process
that considers whether the performance and value of
a service is acceptable - Request Fulfillment: The
process that ensures the effective and expedient
fulfillment of service requests and provides a
standard for evaluation - Service Asset &
Configuration Management: The process that
monitors the state of service transition - Knowledge
Management: The process that enhances the
ongoing management decision support and service
delivery capability The information provided in this
book is based on version 3 of the ITIL framework,
predominantly focusing on the volume of Service
Transition. Other guidance provided includes: Page 22/26
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Suggested templates and criteria for implementing
Release, Control and Validation (RCV) processes. Explanation of the more abstract ITIL concepts to
improve understanding. - Review questions to assist
study for the ITIL Intermediate Capability RCV exam.
Considering the increasing number of IT
Professionals and their Organizations who want to
be actively involved in IT Service Management, this
book should do at least as well as the first edition,
which is a bestseller.
This book analyses state-of-the-art techniques in
business process management as drivers of
advanced entrepreneurship, financial management,
supply chain management, and sustainability
management. The role of management in a rapidlychanging environment and the use of innovative
methods and techniques to address and solve key
management problems are also explored.
The key to any successful IT Service Management
solution are strong, clear processes that are fit for
purpose. The continual cycle of service
improvements must therefore look at the existing
processes and assess how effective they are within
changing business requirements. This innovative title
not only looks at this fundamental process
assessment, it does it using the key ISO/IEC
standard in this area. In brief, this title explains the
meeting between two standards: ITIL: the de facto
standard in IT Service Management. ISO/IEC 15504
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Information technology - Process assessment
Readers can therefore be confident of a strong, wellthought out and solid approach which will help
identify: The concepts of process assessment and
process maturity How to plan and perform a process
assessment How to use the approach How to launch
an improvement process starting with an
assessment project Because it focuses on 10 key
processes the TIPA framework can be applied with
equal success to ITILv2, ITIL v3 or to the ISO/IEC
20000. This manual will also convey valuable
information for understanding the roles and
differences between: process assessment,
traditional conformity assessment, audit and selfassessment suite. Finally, it is illustrated with real-life
case studies, which highlight what should be done
and what should be avoided. The reader will thus
learn process assessment based on genuine
experiences.
There has never been a Release Management
manual like this. Release Management 65 Success
Secrets is not about the ins and outs of Release
Management. Instead, it answers the top 65
questions that we are asked and those we come
across in forums, our consultancy and education
programs. It tells you exactly how to deal with those
questions, with tips that have never before been
offered in print. This guidebook is also not about
Release Management best practice and standards
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details. Instead it introduces everything you want to
know to be successful with Release Management. A
quick look inside of the subjects covered:
Configuration Management Jobs In Bangalore, ITIL
Data Center, ITIL elearning in IT service
management the art of service, Remedy IT service
management, ITIL Management, ITIL Application
Management, You need to do this to enable a
rollbackscenario for Release and Deployment
Management, Consultancy IT management service,
ISO9000 ITIL, IT Infrastructure Library ITIL, ITIL
Made Easy, Conclusions Change Management
Important for Success of Change Management
Program, What Does the Job of Project Analyst
Process Improvement Change Management Entail?,
ITIL Overview, Recognizing the Need for ITIL
services, Your ITIL Foundation Coverage, Help Desk
Glossary, The ITIL Certification Course, Planning to
implement service management IT infrastructure,
ITIL and IT Service Management, ITIL: ITIL Service
Management Processes can be broken down into
2...., ITIL V3: From Process to Service Life Cycle,
ITIL Support Services, Consultant IT management
service, Service Management ITIL, Configuration
Management Are All The Same, Conflict: It supports
the organization in planning and executing its
business...., Implementing ITIL, Change ITIL
Management, Conclusion for Change Management,
ITIL IT service management elearning, ITIL Service
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Support, The Important Goals In Configuration
Management That You Can Apply To Your
Organization., ITSM Tool Requirements,
Configuration Management, Project Management
And ITIL: In Florida there are now many schools
offering project management...., Service Catalog,
ITIL v3 Foundation Glossary, Getting to Know the
Different ITIL processes, ITIL Release Management,
ITIL Managers Case Inputs About ITIL Security
Management, ITIL Management Release, Levels of
ITIL Certification, The Exam for Configuration
Management, ISO 9000 20000, Is ITIL for IT
Organisations Only?, Microsoft ITIL, Features of an
ITIL sample test, What is ITIL methodology, ITIL
Training USA, Logistics: A Configuration
Management Team s Responsibility, ITIL Based,
What are the ITIL v3 core volumes?, and much
more...
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